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30th Annual IAUA Conference Helps Alert Users Leap Forward! 

 

Alert Management Systems is pleased to announce the 30th anniversary of the rental 

industry’s longest running and largest independent user conference.  This year’s 

theme for IAUA, Make a Giant Leap, captures the aspirational goal of the Alert user-

only event.  Although the agenda lasts just two days (November 12-13), it is packed 

with opportunities to expand knowledge, learn from Alert experts and network with 

other highly profitable rental business owners and managers. 

 

For the first time this year, the event will be hosted by The Mining Exchange, A 

Wyndham Grand Hotel and Spa, which provides an elegant ‘4-Star’ boutique hotel 
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experience in the center of downtown Colorado Springs.  Its entire 17,000 square 

feet of meeting space will be dedicated to the IAUA Conference.  

         

The IAUA Conference schedule is based on a fast-paced, user-driven format that 

has proven to be highly popular over the last two years, since its introduction.  It 

includes ‘working meals’, short sessions, no long breaks, and no unnecessary 

distractions, such as long-winded vendor speeches or superfluous entertainment.  

Vendor sponsors who will be represented for personal consultation during breaks 

and meals include:  Fleetmatics, Volatile Studios, ZTR, Positek RFID, Approval 

Code, and Springs Hosting. 

  

The agenda also includes fresh user-inspired content, such as the informative but 

unpredictable ‘Year in Review’ owner presentations at the Thursday night dinner.  

New user-led Owner Round Table sessions include ‘Ways to Incentivize Your 

Employees’ and ‘Creating the Culture You Want’.   

 

As always, the IAUA Conference includes a confidential Town Hall Meeting lead by 

users, Advisory Councils by market specialization, volunteer board elections, and 

voting for new software features.  

 

Although space is limited due to strong pre-registration of 100+ attendees, a few 

openings are still available.  For on-line registration, go to www.alert-ims.com, or to 

register by phone, call (800) 530-8050.  For more information, contact Rob Ross:  

rross@alertms.com. 

 

About Alert Management Systems  
 

Alert Management Systems (www.alert-ims.com) is an award-winning supplier of 

Windows® equipment rental management software. Along with innovative new 

technology, Alert provides expert support for thousands of end-users who write 

millions of rental contracts. Alert’s business spans 50 US States, Canada, the 

Caribbean Islands and several other countries.  Alert was founded in 1976. 
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